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Introduction
The escalation in the Pastoral Conflict between nomadic cattle
rearers, who are mainly of the Fulani ethnic group, and farmers
from various ethnic groups indigenous to Nigeria’s Middle-Belt
has led to the large scale destruction of lives and property in
various parts of the country.
Attacks by herdsmen, reprisals against Fulani communities, and
counter-reprisals against indigenous communities, have become
an unfortunately regular phenomenon over the last two years, with
the Nigerian Government generally seen as taking an ineffective
stance in dealing with the resultant security breakdown.
The proliferation, and spread of these incidents, coupled with
a lackadaisical attitude, and in many cases, inaction of the
government security agencies has led to the perpetrators of these
crimes going unpunished, and many communities believing that
they are left with little choice than to resort to self-help.
In the wake of the rising spate of attacks, a number of, states
including Ekiti, Benue and Taraba, have passed anti-grazing laws
as a measure to curb these pastoral clashes, but their suggested
punitive measures have been largely ineffective, except in Ekiti,
where the measures have at least seen attacks go to nearly zero.
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There has been an escalation in the number of attacks by herdsmen
from the early days of December 2017. These followed the massacres
of four mainly Fulani communities in Adamawa state. While clashes
have been reported in almost all of the states that comprise the
traditional Middle-Belt region, a disproportionate portion of the
violence in this new wave of attacks has centred on three states,

The new clashes in Benue
have led to large street
protests in towns and cities

Adamawa, Benue and Taraba.
On December 1, 2017, four policemen were killed in Numan Local
Government Area of Adamawa State by over sixty attackers, police

across the state, and the

sources. On December 4, 2017, the communities of Lawaru and

capital Makurdi against the

Dong in Demsa Local Government Area of Adamawa State were

recent killings by Fulani
herdsmen and calls for
President Muhammadu
Buhari to “act now or

attacked by Fulani herdsmen, in what was seen as a reprisal for
the killing of dozens of Fulani residents allegedly by their Bachama
neighbours.
The casualties included two village heads, and many others. Also,
the homes of community members were set ablaze.

resign.”
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It is noteworthy that the Air Force
refused to engage the herdsmen
despite being fired upon. This has had
important consequences.
By December 21, 2017, gun-wielding herdsmen fired at an Alpha Jet and
an EC 135 Helicopter deployed by the military, in an attempt to resist
interventions in the troubled communities of Numan and Demsa Local
Government Areas of Adamawa State. It is noteworthy that the Air
Force refused to engage the herdsmen despite being fired upon. This
has had important consequences. On Thursday, December 28, 2017, no
fewer than four people were killed in a clash between the herdsmen and
farmers in Minda, Lau local government area of Taraba state and at the
turn of the New Year, two days of violent confrontations left no fewer
than fifty people, including nine members of the Benue State Livestock
Guards dead in what appeared to be coordinated attacks on Tom-Atar
and Umenge, Akor villages in Guma, and Ayilamo, Turan, Ngambe-Tiev in
Logo local government areas of Benue. Guma is the home town of the
governor of Benue state, Samuel Ortom. On January 6, 2018, an attack
on Babagasa, Donadda and Katibu, three settler Fulani communities in
Lau LGA of Taraba bordering Demsa LGA in Adamawa by suspected
Batchama and Nyandang ethnic militia claimed the lives of at least
fifteen people according to the police in Taraba state.
The new clashes in Benue have led to large street protests in towns and
cities across the state, and the capital Makurdi and calls for President
Muhammadu Buhari to “act now or resign.” The Nigerian police in an
attempt to control the aggrieved protesters fired live bullets at them,
causing injuries to protesters. Following this action by the police, many
in the Middle Belt referred to the December 21 incident involving the Air
Force as evidence that the Federal Government has taken sides with the
Fulani in this conflict.
As part of enquiries for this report, the Miyetti Allah Cattle Breeders
Association and Sesôr provided SBM Intelligence with lists of casualties
on both sides of the conflict. The list provided by Miyetti Allah is of people
who were killed in and around Numan in Adamawa state in November
2017, while the list provided by Sesôr was collected from victims at the
Benue State University Teaching Hospital. Both organisations also have
lists of wounded people, but we have opted not to publish those names.
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THOSE KILLED AT KIKAN, KWADOMTI AND SHEFARAN VILLAGES
OF NUMAN L.G.A. ON TUESDAY, 21ST NOVEMBER, 2017

NAME

AGE

NAME

AGE

Yunusa Alhaji Haro 			

30

Ya’u Alhaji Damuna 			

37

Hauwa’u Alhaji Haro 			

32

Musa Zubairu Ahmadu 			

4

Animatu Alhaji Haro 			

15

Fadimatu Zubairu Ahmadu 		

5

Yahya Alhaji Haro 			

6

Inuwa Yahya 				10

Yahya Alhaji Haro 			

3

Rukayyatu Muhammad 			

6

Yidi Alhaji Haro 				

4

Ahmadu Muhammad 			

2

Adamu Alhaji Haro 			

1

Abubakar Muhammad 			

1

Fadimatu Alhaji Haro 			

26

Adamu Aliyu 				2

Buhari Alhaji Haro 			

3

Usman Aliyu 				4

Adamu Alhaji Haro 			

2

Sa’idu Aliyu Bakari 			

5

Gambo Alhaji Adamu 			

30

Idirisu Yunusa Musa 			

4

Ahamadu Alhaji Adamu 		

20

Muhammad Yunusa Musa		

6

Hauwa’u Alhaji Adamu 			

22

Lawal Bayu 				3

Ahmadu Alhaji Adamu 			

4

Musa Idi 				4

Sanda Alhaji Adamu 			

3

Yahuza Musa 				1

Gada Alhaji Adamu 			

2

Farida Sa’idu 				2

Hauwa’u Alhaji Kaku Galadima 		

3

Suleiman Babayo 			

3

Musa Alhaji Ahmad 			

5

Babangida Idirisu 			

3

Abubakar Ahmadu 			

18

Husaina Yahya 				1

Aminatu Usman 			

3

Adamu Jibirilla 				2

Hadiza Alhaji Sale 			

28

Halima Musa 				1

Ahmadu Alhaji Abdu 			

7

Salamatu Musa 				3

Aishatu Abdulllahi 			

4

Muhammad Musa 			

5

Laraba Abdullahi 			

2

Aminatu Alhaji Kaku Galadima 		

19

Aliyu Ya’u 				3

Baby Hassana Abdullahu 		

3 days Old

Rahmatu Alhaji Ya’u 			

5

Data Source: Miyetti Allah Cattle Breeders Association
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bodies unclaimed at Benue State University
Teaching Hospital, Makurdi:

NAME

SEX

NAME

SEX

Solomon Oraya 			

Male

Iorember Dimta 		

Male

Priscilla Iantya 			

Female

Akula Apebeen 			

Male

Iorpuur Ger 			

Male

Apetimiin Alaka 		

Male

Shiaondo Mvihi 			

Male

Edward Alibo 			

Male

Elizabeth Iorpuur 		

Female

Nyoko Gile 			

Male

Shikaan Kende and Son 		

Male (about

Donald (said to be Igbo)

Male

				1 year old)

Mbaiiga Abelem 		

Male

Julius Gwa 			

Teryila Attah 			

Male

Male

People buried in Saghev in Guma

Those buried on

Local Government Area on

4th January 2018

2nd January 2018:
NAME

SEX

NAME

Kwaghgba Tyohemba 		

Male

Oryina Nyajo			Male

Akaater Mzamber 		

Female

Kwaaondo Perver		

Tersoo Tsavkighi 		

Male

SEX

Male

Two unknown males were moved to Tarkar and
Buruku Local Government Areas for burial.
Killed in Guma on 2 January:
NAME

SEX

Teryem Iordye 			

Male, at tse- Akaahena vilage, Ndzorov Ward in Guma

Verlumun Udogbo		

Male in Ukpam village, Mbabai Ward in Guma

Data Source: Sesôr
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Analysis

In the search for suitable pastures and water for their cattle, herdsmen,
usually, but not solely of the Fulani stock from the far northern parts of
the country move their herds, mostly on foot, through different states
across the country often stopping at designated points to drop off
some of their stock at cattle markets, to fulfil the beef supply needs of
local consumers.
Due to the effects of unfavourable weather patterns which have resulted in acute water scarcity and
droughts in a few northern states, tsetse-fly infestation, dry pastures/grass and leaching, herdsmen
have increasingly been finding it difficult to locate suitable pasture and clean, fresh water for their cattle
in their original localities. The nomadic pastoral herdsmen while moving their livestock en masse, from
location to location, in search of grazing pasture, often move into local communities or farms along the
way, and their cattle trampling on, and eat up crops and grass, destroying the livelihood of farm owners
in the process.
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Resistance from many local communities and farm owners led to the Nigerian Grazing Reserve Act of
1964 which provided for grazing areas and paths for the passage of livestock. Following the collapse
of Nigeria’s First Republic, the paths set out in 1964’s Act slowly went into disuse and “development”
set in. Areas previously designated as grazing routes were given out for real estate development, road
construction, and industries, forcing the herdsmen into farmland. In some cases, accommodation was
reached after incidents of encroachment. As Nigeria’s border controls have gotten more lax, there has
been a proliferation of weapons, making it easier for people to resort to violence to settle disputes.
In previous reports, SBM Intel has talked about various groups, notably ethnic-based groups like the
Fulani militia, and the Tarok militia having access to military grade weaponry. As happened in Agatu
and Ukpabi-Nimbo in 2016, the ongoing action in Benue state again confirms the possession of military
grade weapons at least by militia that are aligned with organisations such as the Miyetti Allah Cattle
Breeders Association. It is vital that the federal government makes efforts to disarm these groups as a
matter of urgency.
The Fulani militia are not the only militia in Nigeria that are in possession of such weapons, other groups,
most notably Boko Haram, and various group in the Niger Delta have such weapons. Disarming them
will be challenging, but must be done. The Nigerian state cannot afford to cede the control of violence
within its borders to various, incompatible groups.
Law enforcement remains one of the biggest issues in today’s Nigeria, and despite the presence of
1984’s Armed Robbery and Firearms decree, firearms have proliferated in Nigeria through our porous
borders, and sometimes outrightly sold to various groups by our poorly remunerated security forces.
In many cases, such groups have been armed by politicians hoping to use them to score victories in
elections. This has led to a deadly potion being brewed.
This can be seen in the slow burning deterioration of the image of the Fulani herdsman. Three decades
ago, herdsmen were seen as largely benign seasonal wanderers with nothing more than bows and arrows
for protection. Wholesale massacres as we are seeing now were unheard of. But as has happened in
other parts of the world, access to improved weaponry has worsened quarrels which in the past would
have been solved with a sit-down of opposing groups.
In the midst of this, the discussion of pastoralism in Nigeria has taken on a security colouration while the
potential positive economic effects are neglected, in part because of the lack of an effective governing
framework. The groups of people that are actively involved in pastoral activities in Nigeria are the
Kanembu, Kwoya, Manga, Fulbe (Fulani) and the Shuwa Arabs.
The Fulbe are the largest owners of livestock accounting for about 90 percent of the country’s stock,
which contributes 1.58 percent of the national GDP according to the National Bureau of Statistics’s
2017 Q3 GDP report. According to a 2014 analysis, the Nigerian cattle market generates only US$6.8
billion of a potential US$20 billion per year due to local strife and the inability of the government to
fully recognise the industry. In an economy in need of diversification, ramping up national agricultural
production will necessarily require a resolution to this conflict.
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Nigeria’s GDP, Q3 2017
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Nigeria’s GDP, Q3 2017
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The economic impact of the strife is multi-faceted. First, the
cattle industry is underperforming. Commerce always provides an
incentive for all involved to improve the value provided. If farmers
knew some of their produce could be traded with the herdsmen
for acceptable payment, there would be the incentive to provide
quality feeds to the herders’ cattle, improving the meat and milk
yields. However, because violence, and not commerce is the means
of exchange, the farmers are more incentivised to even poison
crops they know the cattle will feed on, destroying value for both
the farmers and the herders alike. By the 2014 study quoted above,
the cattle industry was achieving only 34% of its current potential
primarily due to this issue.
A second level of this is the fact that the violence decimates
communities that would have been potential markets for the
herders. Many communities in the affected regions have emptied
out, creating a refugee situation that has increased the strain on
government coffers. Coupled with refugees from the Boko Haram
crisis, and the newly developing displacements from the Englishspeaking regions of Cameroon, Nigeria stands the risk of having
even elevated numbers of displaced people within its borders.
Apart from the security risk this portends, the impact on funding
for such agencies as NEMA, NAPTIP and their state equivalents is
significant.
Perhaps an even bigger threat is to Nigeria’s food security. Cattle
is a source of beef and the security threatens the ability to get
them to their markets in the south. Most of the communities in
the Middle-Belt where the attacks have taken place are in the
much vaunted ‘food basket’ of the country. The Middle-Belt has
traditionally been one of Nigeria’s most agriculturally productive
regions. Crops such as yam, cassava, rice, soya beans and guinea
corn, amongst others which are grown in the rich soils hold the key
to Nigeria’s quest for self-sustainability in food production. It will
therefore not be an exaggeration to note that the current pastoral
conflict raging across key Middle-Belt states probably has more
economic implications to the country than the conflict in NorthEastern Nigeria.

Many communities
in the affected
regions have
emptied out,
creating a refugee

Many have not planted or harvested for as much as seven years
since 2011 due to the ongoing violence. A lot of the produce from
the north that goes to the densely populated south such as pepper,
tomatoes and grains pass through this region as well. As more and
more communities abandon farming and take up arms, the impact
on supply of these foods and meat to the south will reflect even
more on the price and food inflation will continue to rise.
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situation that has
increased the strain
on government
coffers.

Socially, an effect will also be that youths used to getting their
sustenance through violence take a longer time to return to being
productive, creating a situation where there are able bodied youths
unable to work because they lack the core skills that would be
normally incidental to their livelihood.
Furthermore, as numerous farming communities have been displaced,
unemployment which was already an issue has escalated along with

The long term

declining food production. The Food and Agricultural Organisation
of the United Nations estimates that the number of food insecure

effects will also

people in Nigeria stood at about 11 million as at August 2017, with

be that youths

holds worrying implications on economic, social and security-related

used to getting

Heineken Lokpobiri, stated in 2016 that Nigeria spends about ₦6.6

the number projected to increase in the short term. This scenario
fronts. The Minister of State for Agriculture and Rural Development,

their sustenance

trillion a year on food importation, an amount which dwarfed the

through violence

improve the country’s food production and reduce the import bill,

take a longer
time to return
to productive
work like farming

2016 national budget of ₦6.06 trillion. With the current efforts to
perhaps the most important measure is being overlooked, which is
getting Middle-Belt farmers back to work.
Other countries have disarmed groups in the past, and it is time for
Nigeria to do so, and also to take really seriously, the challenge of
climate change which is squeezing various groups into limited land.
Nigeria’s green wall project appears to have stalled. Waiting until

or rearing their

the herdsmen are capable of taking on entire military formations like

cattle...

own access to military grade weapons, is not a solution.

Boko Haram have been doing, or worse, until other groups get their
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About SBM Intel
SBM Intelligence is an Africa-focused geopolitical analysis,
market intelligence and communications consulting firm focused
on addressing the critical need for market data and big data
analytics. We employ various methods of data collection. Our
Data Collection Methodology team advises on data collection
methods for all ONS social and business surveys.
With
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advice
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within
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data

leading
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we

collection
to
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aim
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improvements
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wider
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carry
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quality.

Since 2013, we have provided data analytics and strategic
communication solutions to clients across various sectors in
Nigeria, Ghana, Cote d’Ivoire, the UK and France. In 2015 we
became a partner to Stratfor, an American geopolitical intelligence
firm that provides strategic analysis and forecasting to individuals
and organisations around the world, including the various US
departments and agencies like the Department of Defense (DoD)
and the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI).
Since the partnership came into effect, several SBM Intel generated
reports have been published on Stratfor’s website.
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